At - A - Glance

APT
expanding your ideas on seating value.
The Apt seating range clearly demonstrates the advantages of the Steelcase Stages Collection. Designed to grow in stages with your business,
this portfolio of value driven products combines affordable cost with high functionality, to create cost effective work environments that support growing
businesses and new ways of working. The three Apt task chairs and a guest chair provide excellent comfort and support for individual users engaged
in task intensive work. Intuitive controls enable easy adjustment. A select range of fabrics and colors complements modern office designs. All at a price
that represents outstanding seating value. That's Apt!

At - A - Glance

APT
good functionality

Ŷ1 Variable back lock
Locks the back in four
positions for support while
sitting upright or relaxing.

intuitive control.
Apt-S and Apt-M offer good functionality for
such an affordable task chair. The intuitive
controls enable individual users to adjust
- and change
the chair for personal comfort
it for different tasks throughout the day.

Ŷ1 Synchro tilt
Provides balanced resistance
as you lean back, for support
as you recline.
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Apt-S (Standard)
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Apt-M (Mesh)

Ŷ2 Upper back firmness
Adjusts the rate of
pushback to support and
balance the user's weight
in different positions.

Ŷ3 Adjustable back height
Allows users to move the lumbar
support to fit the natural curve
of the lower back for good,
day-long support. (Apt-S only)

Ŷ4 Adjustable armrests
Armrests can be set at
variable heights, and pivot
in and out to support
changing tasks. (option)

Ŷ5 Adjustable seat depth
The seat cushion slides to
accommodate different leg
lengths, to optimize support
while seated. (option)
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Ŷ6 Adjustable seat height
Pneumatic height
adjustment allows individuals
to set a comfortable position
with feet flat on the floor for
good postural support.

simple adjustability

Ŷ1 Variable back lock
Locks the back in any
position you choose for
good support.

intuitive control.
Apt-V offers practical functionality and
personalized support in a value task chair.
Simple intuitive controls enable easy
adjustment for individual comfort and
ways of working.

Ŷ1 Advanced Swivel/Posture tilt
Provides ‘balanced resistance’
as you lean back for supportive
comfort throughout the day.
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Ŷ2 Upper back firmness
Adjusts the rate of
pushback to support and
balance the user's weight
in different positions.

Apt-V (Value)
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Ŷ3 Adjustable seat height
Pneumatic height adjustment
allows individuals to set a
comfortable position with
feet flat on the floor for
good postural support.

Apt chair

...environment friendly

The Apt chair is an excellent example of how Steelcase’s commitment to the
environementis integrated into every aspect of a product’s lifecycle. Designed
and built to last, in its manufacture, use and disposal, Apt embodies the
Steelcase environmental philosophy - Reduce, Reuse, recycle.

Reduce

minimizing materials used and waste during the manufacturing process.

Reuse

the casters, base and arms can be removed and replaced to renew the
useful life of the Apt.

Apt incorporates recycled content in the fabrics, casters, base and arms.
Recycle Its design and use of materials ensure that parts can be separated and

recycled at the end of its lifecycle.

